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OPEN GARDEN APRIL 18

ROSES! ROSES! ROSES!

This year’s Open Garden will be held
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. at the Historic Rose Garden in the Cemetery.

Do we have roses? Indeed we do!
Thanks especially to the prodigious
propagating prowess of a plethora of
posy propagators. Okay, I got a little
carried away but we have nearly twice
as many roses to sell this year .

The event will include tours of the
garden conducted by Anita Clevenger,
Jennifer Holden and Judy Eitzen. Barbara Oliva will give a talk on “Sex in
the Rose Garden” and Judy Eitzen will
offer tours of the cemetery via electric
cart for those who wish to ride.
This is our annual fundraiser and we’ll
have a sale of roses and rosy items.
There will be a silent auction of special
roses and a raffle of surprises.

A Stroll Along the Fence

Pruning Party Pix 6

Cemetery Rose
Garden
Activities and Dates

Open Garden
April 18, 2009
9:30a.m.—3:00p.m.

Deadheading At
Dusk
1st Monday in June,
July, August.

by Judy Eitzen

This spring, be sure to walk up to the
Broadway fence and check out the dozen
climbing roses that have been recently
planted there. Don't just visit once, because
the roses take turns blooming over a period
of several months, and about half of them
repeat. These unique, rare, found roses add
to the “curb appeal” of the cemetery, giving
people on the street a glimpse of the flowers
blooming throughout the cemetery.
When the wrought iron fence was installed
at the cemetery's perimeter in 2005, the
area along Broadway was an eyesore. To
the west, it was a dry, weedy no-man's-land.
Further east, overgrown shrubs crowded the
space between the mausoleum and fence.
The Sheriff's crews chopped back the shrubbery, cleaned up the weeds, and spread
wood chips, and we dreamed of roses grow-

Come to the Open Garden and plan
to stay awhile. This event is timed for
peak bloom in the Garden and you
won’t want to miss it. Plan to take a
tour of the Roses, find roses for your
garden, meet rosy people and generally
have a good time.

by Anita Clevenger
ing along the fence, wafting their fragrance
and flaunting their beauty to passersby.
There was some concern that roses would
block the view into the cemetery, and that
errant canes would threaten pedestrians on
the sidewalk below. In December 2006, Liz
Hall and I took a trip to look at the Santa
Clara University fence, along which nearly
200 roses are espaliered neatly. Repeatbloomers are alternated with once-blooming
roses. Only a few of the roses were blooming, but many others had brilliant foliage
and hips. We could clearly see the university grounds through the roses. Armed with
this information and photos, we talked to
the City staff and got their approval. The
Sheriff's Crew installed a dozen bubblers
along the fence, at twenty foot intervals.
(Continued on page 4)
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Green, Green

Judy Eitzen

In our continual search for the softest peach or blush
rose or the deepest crimson of our favorite blooms, we
overlook the wonderful profusion of green before us.
Gardeners plan a moonlit gardens of white blooms,
swaths of violet mixed with sunshine yellow or beds of
softest pink tea roses without giving much thought to the
greenery on which these blossoms thrive. Early in the
season, with the banksias just about the only roses actually blooming, everything else is getting ready by putting out the most wonderful array of green.
Green is arguably the most
prolific and varied color on
earth. Except for some arid
and icebound spots, green
is virtually everywhere we
look. In fact a quick online
search gave me more than
sixty names for shades and
tints of ordinary green. I
think it’s time we give green
its due. First I’ll admit, it’s
my favorite color; somehow
I always notice the greens
before seeing other colors,
even some spectacular
blooms. Therefore, I suggest - nay insist - this year,
instead of just taking time
to smell the roses (we’ll do
that anyway) take time to
take in the green.
Many of our favorite roses put out dark red new growth
in early spring and day by day, the canes, leaves, stipules, pedicles and flower sepals change as they soak up
sunshine. They become richly colored in bronze before
melding into the leafy green of their maturity. Some
leaves move to green while their margins remain red.
Other leaves turn green while canes or prickles remain
red.

A Rose By Any Name
As explained in the new book, A Rose By Any
Name by Douglas Brenner and Stephen
Scaniello, (Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill,
2009), “More than 15,000 rose species and cultivars are grown worldwide—thousands more are
extinct, yet they live on in old nursery catalogs,
books and journals.”
In the text, Brenner and Scaniello explain how
and why names were chosen for many of our
favorites. Some were the results of contests, as

Still other roses send out tiny fragile, red-tipped chartreuse
hints of the true green that will follow. Our eyes may be
drawn to the haze of new spring leaves on trees which
surround us, but the roses are showing off too in shades
of lemon-green, pinkish-green, light olive and bright new
foliage the color of Granny Smith apples.
The early morning light tips this burgeoning green with
gold while in late afternoon the setting sun brings out the
reds and bronzy
tones. On overcast days, apple
green becomes
kelly green while
kelly green becomes
loden
green; when it
rains, drops highlight leaf margins
and prickles in a
myriad of sparkles.
This spring, find Blanche de Belguque or Alba semi-plena
and really see the subtleties of celadon darkening into
spruce. Notice how the grey-green of the foliage of these
roses sets off the glossy apple-green green of their
neighbors. Take a look at Lady Hillingdon and White
Maman Cochet before they bloom and see purple stems
with leaves shading to a rich, kelly green. Find your favorite Rugosa or Rugosa hybrid and notice the effect of textured forest green leaves.
As spring progresses, the beauty of rose blossoms tends
to draw the eye away from the rich selection of greens, but
right now, while it’s still early, we can enjoy just green.
Contributions, complaints, greetings: verlaine@citlink.net or call me
at 685-6634.
Judy Eitzen

Book Review
‘Blaze’, a Jackson & Perkins climbing rose
of the early 1930’s, while others take their
name from association of place or person
or even religious iconography. Here you
can learn about rose names such as
‘Abigail Adams’, ‘Bonnie Prince Charles
Rose’, ‘Gourmet Popcorn’, ‘Three
Drunks of Yaoyang’ and ‘Lipstick’. Learn
what ‘Jeannette Heller’, ‘Charles Dingee’,
‘Blush Maman Cochet’ and ‘Maiden’s
(Continued on page 7)
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Rose Garden Maintenance Report
When does pruning start in the cemetery?
Actually, it rarely stops. We cut roses out of
the paths, trim them off monuments, and
remove dead or unproductive growth whenever it's needed. We prune once-blooming
roses in the summer and early fall, cutting out
old canes and training the remaining canes
over structures or by pegging. As winter descends, we tackle the repeat-blooming roses,
and shape the once-bloomers.
In Sacramento, pruning is as much about the
weather as it is about the roses. We have to
adjust our approach to what Mother Nature
dishes out. We usually wait to start pruning
until December, to reduce the possibility that
pruning will stimulate tender new growth. As
the month began, the weather turned cold,
cold, cold. The rose garden volunteers exchanged tips about long johns, fleece turtlenecks and warm hats, and got to work.
By early January, the rains stopped and the
days grew much warmer, although the nights
were still cold. Hybrid Teas, Chinas and Teas
kept right on blooming, denying dormancy.

Blooming Roses
A number of research projects are being carried out to learn more about roses in the Rose
Garden. Volunteers have conducted research
into rose history in California, identification
projects, photographic projects and disease
control as reported in this newsletter.
All of these behind-the-scenes, non-gardening
activities are undertaken when Garden maintenance, mulching, pruning and other gardening tasks permit. The Garden does come first,
so these projects tend to become long term.

by Anita Clevenger

We debated what to do, and decided that the
best bet was to prune as soon as possible, before the plants began to produce new leaves.
We kept on pruning.
PRUNING PARTY
The pruning party was scheduled for January
24th, with a rain date one week later. The
weather began to be unsettled, and we fretted
about whether or not to have the party. Even
though it didn't rain, the day was raw, foggy
and windy. We postponed the party, but continued to prune.
On January 31st, the weather was perfect:
warm and sunny. Eighteen people came for
all or part of the day. By this time, the garden
was looking pretty good, but there is always
more to be done. We focused on the East
Bed, which has many mature Hybrid Perpetuals and climbing roses that needed attention.
We also tackled two huge Perle d'Ors in Plots
97/98 of the Broadway Bed, removing a big
pile of interior wood from both. We shortened the Perle d'Or on the west, but the one
(Continued on page 7)

by Judy Eitzen
ently in California’s moderate climate and
Barbara wanted to find peak bloom for these
plants and to learn which ones actually
bloomed all season. She also wanted to learn
how the rebloomers bloom all season – continually, in flushes, or just spring and autumn.
Among other things, this gives us the best
time to schedule the Open Garden each year.
Sometimes we get it right, other years the
roses peak a week or two before or after the
event.

One continuing project was begun by Barbara
Oliva last season. She visited 28 roses each
week during the bloom season to track when
these plants actually bloomed. The roses she
chose were divided as to class with five Teas,
five Chinas, and included Banksias, Hybrid
Musks and Species roses. (see box.)

Many things will affect bloom-time in any
given year; the primary of these being weather.
In 2009, with our dry January and rainy February, we expect bloom time to be affected –
but just how is a guess at this point. By studying the actual blooming of these plants over
several years, we can learn more about the
plants and about conditions in the Garden.

Many of the European roses behave differ-

(Continued on page 4)

“We shortened the
Perle d'Or on the
west, but the one on
the east was left with
tufts of top growth
waving in the breeze…”

Bloom Time Roses
Autumn Damask
Banksia lutescens
Banksia normalis
Barbara's Pasture Rose
Buff Beauty
Burbank
Duchesse d'Brabant
Fortune's Double Yellow
Gloire des Rosamones
Hoffmann von Fellerslaben
Hume's Parks NOT
Mme Isaac Perierre
Mme Joseph Schwartz
Mutabilis
Napoleon
Pacquerette
Perle d'Or
R. moschata
R. multiflora Inermis
R. nanothames
R. roxburghii Plena
Ramona
Secret Garden Musk
Souv de Mme Leonie Vionnet
Susan Louise
Vina banks
White Maman Cochet
White Pearl in Red Dragon’s
Mouth

Cemetery Rose
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Stroll Along the Fence, cont.
(Continued from page 1)

Now, what to plant? Barbara Oliva had been saving a few
found climbers for which there was no space elsewhere, and
we'd been offered others from recent rustles. We numbered
the spaces “Fence 1” to “Fence 12,” and started to plant.
The last rose was planted just a few weeks ago.
Some of the roses have astounding vigor, and we've had to
be vigilant in keeping them cut and tied away from the
street. “Spring Street Peppermint” is especially enthusiastic,
with its lax, incredibly prickly, twenty-foot canes. This is the
sort of rose that Barbara calls a “sprangler,” which is best
suited for growing unrestrained over a large structure, or for
admiring in someone else's garden. 'Ramona,' “CastroBreen Musk Climber” and 'Easlea's Golden Rambler' also
produce long, fiercely-armed canes, and we hope that they
will be easier to control once their canes mature and develop a woody structure.
While it's nice to add color and fragrance to the street,
these roses need to be seen up close to be really appreciated.
It's not a long walk up to the fence. Once you are there,
check out the rest of the north-western Broadway Bed. It's a
section of the garden that may be overlooked, but well
worth your time.

Roses Along The Broadway Fence from East To West
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

“Moser House Shed Rose”—a once-blooming,
Hybrid Setigera found rose. Blooms late in the
season, with light-pink, large flowers.
“Dr. Hinman”— this repeat-blooming, TeaNoisette found rose has fragrant, yellow flowers.
Thought to be 'Chromatella.'
“Pleasant Hill Cemetery”—repeat-blooming, Tea
-Noisette found rose. White, fragrant flowers.
“Barfield White Rambler”—white, anise-scented
(possibly Ayrshire ancestry?) found rose from
Florida, where it blooms continuously. It's essentially prickle-free. We have not yet seen it bloom
here.
“Peggy Martin Rose”—another repeat-blooming,
prickle-free, found rose from a Southern state.
This one is pink, and hails from Louisiana, where
it survived Hurricane Katrina. Some think it may
be the same as 'Climbing Pinkie.'
'Dr. Rouges'—this climbing Tea is salmon-pink,
has a good tea fragrance, and repeats well. Its
quilled flowers are reminiscent of cactus-flowered
zinnias.
“Castro-Breen Musk Climber”—reputed to be

Blooming Roses, cont.
(Continued from page 3)

With just one year’s recording done, several things were
learned:
• The banksias peaked in the first week of April and were
essentially finished by the first part of May.
• Chinas began showing bloom in March, peaked in early to
mid April, slowed down in the heat of July and were coming back strong in August.
• Like the Chinas, Polyanthas bloomed all season, slowing
down in early summer and going strong again by August.
• The species roses peaked later than most, in May, and were
done by June. The one exception was R. roxbergii plena
which showed some bloom through the summer.
Of course with just one season, this data is very preliminary.
This year, Barbara has plans to revisit each of these roses and to
extend the study to other roses. She is looking for volunteers
to assist in this project; if you are interested and can commit to
visit a selection of roses once each week, please call 443-2146 to
volunteer. Two volunteers might elect to work together, alternating weeks or months, etc. The more volunteers, the more
we will learn.
We will continue to report on research projects undertaken by
Rose Garden volunteers in future issues.

repeat-blooming in its San Juan Bautista home, but only
once-blooming so far in Sacramento. It has large, single,
white, musk-scented flowers and decorative red hips.
Thought possibly to be R. brunonii.
8. “Spring Street Peppermint”—once-blooming pink rambler, similar to 'Dorothy Perkins' in growth habit and unfortunate tendency to be covered in powdery mildew. We are
hopeful it will be more disease-resistant as it matures, and
once again exhibit the striped and bi-colored flowers of the
original plant in Nevada City.
9. 'Ramona'—dark pink form of 'Anemone.' Blooms very
early, having large, single flowers with a lighter reverse.
When the petals drop, long, yellow, curly stamens persist,
which resemble a spent clematis flower.
10. “Carwash Rose”—this rose was collected in the foothills,
but we've never seen it bloom. It's thought to be a repeatblooming, more modern Large-Flowered Climber.
11. 'Easlea's Golden Rambler'—lovely once-blooming Hybrid
Wichurana, with large, butter-yellow flowers and glossy, rich
foliage.
12. “Elizabeth Cannon”—this bright pink, fragrant Hybrid Perpetual repeat blooms, but is not really a climber. We may
move it to another cemetery position, to make room for a
true climbing rose.
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AN OPEN INVITATION
The Historic Rose Garden is part of the Old City Cemetery Committee. This non-profit organization works to support
the City of Sacramento in maintenance and enhancement of the Cemetery, providing repairs to headstones, educational
events and tours as well as many garden volunteers. Support for the OCCC, Inc. is support for the Rose Garden and
volunteers are encouraged to join.
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Pruning Party
Even with a last-minute change of date due to weather, eighteen volunteers turned out for the annual Pruning Party. It
turned out to be a great day and many roses received attention. A delicious pot-luck lunch gave us sustenance for the
afternoon, though it was hard to leave the table. The entire
group was very satisfied at the end of the day with the amount
of work accomplished.
Many thanks to all.
(check the website for more pix courtesy of Janelle Michel, Anita
Clevenger & Judy Eitzen)
Baldo and Jennifer get started

Chester
joined Barbara for the
fun of it.

This intrepid team tackled Perle d’Or—two of
them!

Cass showed the way

Volume 8, Issue 3
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Maintenance & Pruning, con’t.
(Continued from page 3)

on the east was left with tufts of top growth waving in the
breeze. Kathryn McKenzie has dubbed it “Kramer.” Some
say that Perle d'Ors do better receiving very little pruning,
so it will be interesting to see how these two roses respond,
and if we can tell any difference at all between them later
on this year.
The food at the pruning parties just keeps getting better
and better. We had chili, ginger-carrot soup, and a lavish
array of baked goods. Arlene Poma's sticky buns, corn
bread, cookies and cake were nearly impossible to resist. It
was hard to rouse ourselves from the sunshine, good food,
and great conversation and get back to work after lunch.
We pruned over thirty roses during the pruning party, and
we’ve now pruned nearly all of the Bourbons, Hybrid Teas,
Hybrid Perpetuals and repeat-blooming climbers. We've
thinned and shaped many of the Chinas, too. However,
we've done very little to the Teas. They have benefited
from judicious removal of old wood during recent years,
and most of them are well-shaped and healthy. We've
been considering with interest what the owner of Vintage
Gardens, Gregg Lowery, has to say about pruning. He
advocates minimal pruning to promote the greatest bloom
and vigor. That was already our approach, but it's nice to
have it confirmed.
Janelle Michel and I went to Gregg's pruning class at Garden Valley Ranch on January 4th, where he demonstrated
his pruning technique and told us his theories about winter care. Gregg's practice is to remove all leaves from his
roses through use of metallic sprays, but to allow the dead
leaves, diseased or not, to remain under the plants, based
on his understanding that pathogens will not survive in

Any Name, cont.
(Continued from page 2)

Blush’ have in common with
‘William R. Smith’. Each chapter is
beautifully illustrated and includes
side articles such as “Compelling
Plots” which lists cemetery rose gardens including our own Historic
Rose Garden
This book belongs in the library of
anyone who likes to know the “why”
of things.
Judy Eitzen

dead plant material. Janelle and I asked some state plant
pathologists for guidance, who told us that rust and powdery mildew spores are thought to persist on dead vegetation, and that the best practice is to remove and dispose of
diseased plant material. We were also told that apparently
healthy leaves didn't need to be removed from plants or
plots. We don't spray fungicides in the cemetery, so this
practice seems prudent. As in previous years, we've had the
Sheriff's Work Crew defoliate disease-prone plants and rake
out leaves.
By February, it appeared that the rose season was about two
weeks ahead of schedule. We began to see a few blooms on
R. banksiae normalis and 'Ramona' by Valentine's Day,
and many roses are now pushing new growth and producing flower buds. We had the crew spread four truckloads of
composted manure, and we will apply alfalfa pellets. It's
been rainy in February, which will wash these materials to
the roots.
When does pruning end in the cemetery? We'll still trim
plants and remove dead wood, but for all practical purposes, it's over now. With the early winter chill (as of Feb
18, we have had 920 chill hours below 45 degrees F°,
slightly ahead of last year), the February rain, and all of the
pruning and training, we are hopeful that this year will be
more beautiful than ever. The weeds, including Bermuda
grass in the plots and paths, are at the lowest level we've
ever seen, thanks largely to weeder extraordinaire, Jack Bussio. The use of cardboard weed barrier and mulch has also
helped to control the weeds. We've continued to plant
more roses, increasing the beauty, diversity and historical
significance of the collection. Let the bloom begin. We are
ready!

Stephen Scaniello to Speak at Garden Valley Ranch
from the Garden Valley Ranch website:
Join us at 10:30, March 21, 2009, for a wonderful talk by Stephen Scanniello.
President of the Heritage Rose Foundation, winner this year of the Great Rosarians of the World award, and often featured in Martha Stewart Magazine, Stephen
will highlight his most recent book, A Rose by Any Name, not only by talking about
how roses get some of the interesting names they have, but also their preservation
and the role any of us can play in that preservation. "A Rose by Any Name" has
received numerous wonderful reviews, and you are certain to have an enjoyable
and worthwhile experience at this event! You'll love this talk about the littleknown lore and deep-rooted history, and a bit of gossip, about rose names. Lunch
is included, cancellation policy applies.

O LD C ITY C EMETERY
H ISTORIC R OSE

CEMETERY
ROSE
Judy Eitzen
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 3, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
Email: verlaine@citlink.net

WE’RE ON THE WEB
www.cemeteryrose.org

Perks
Historic Rose Garden volunteers
receive more benefits than one
might think. Not only are volunteers able to spend time working on
a project that benefits the entire
community, they get to spend time
learning about roses with others interested in antique roses, their history and horticulture. Volunteers
are good company! Volunteers are
the first to try growing roses from
the Rose Garden in home gardens.

Quick Garden Tip:
Soil, Soil, Soil
After the heavy February rains this
year, checking your garden soil and
drainage is a good idea.
Roses need water, but do not like
their ‘feet’ to stay wet. Use a soil tube
to check for moisture content below
ground when the rains have stopped
for at least two days.
Soil tubes are also good for checking
the compactness of the soil around
plant roots; plants need air, too.
Soil tubes can be purchased at many
nurseries and online.

Garden quote
A rose by any
other name would
still attract
aphids…
Anon.

